best website
There was a stunning lack of entrants in this category. Considering that the Internet and various web productions have gained so much ground in how
journalism is seen, that is a surprise. I feel compelled to declare a winner because The Laval News site is so all-round excellent and Kahnawake News
is also excellent in its much smaller niche.

THE LAVAL NEWS

1

It would be hard to find a big-city daily with a better
website than this community newspaper site.

http://www.lavalnews.ca

2

IORÌ:WASE
For the size and scope of its community, this
website is an outstanding production.

http://www.kahnawakenews.com

Judge: Frank Touby, Editor and Associate Publisher,The Bulletin,Toronto, ON • Number of entries in the Best Website category: 2

best headline writing
New fish study reels in
results one catch at a time

Shaving Grace

Fish find fecundity fix

to
CP Rail choo-choo-chooses
spray lines for safety

Live and let dive

Skinny deer coming for
a tulip near you

Erect Peacekeeper tower won’t
shrink in cold, says chief

Protecting your ash

To neigh, to neigh, around
we go. Fun’s up in Rupert, yo

Four horsemen of the
art-pocalypse runs romorrow

SQ officers show sangfroid

The lowdown on what can
and can’t go down

2

3

S. BONSPIEL, L. JILES,
D. MARQUIS, D. ROWE

CARMEN MARIE
FABIO

THE STAFF

The Eastern Door

Your Local Journal

The Eastern Door is the runaway winner for its lively
and unpredictable headlines that make it near-impossible not to read the story beneath. Kudos to the hardworking headline writers who understand the job of the
headline in hooking the reader.

The strong, second-place finish of Your
Local Journal is well-deserved for its playful and engaging headlines. The thoughtfulness and courage of the headline writer is
not lost on the reader, who can’t wait to turn
the page to see what the paper will say next.

1

The Low Down to Hull & Back
News
The Low Down’s playful headlines clearly
demonstrate that it knows readers, too, just want to
have fun. Job well done. You got the reader’s
attention.

Judge: Kim Champion, Editor,The Vaughan Citizen,Vaughan, ON • Number of entries in the Best Headline Writing category: 8
www.qcna.org
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